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Abstract

GFDL's new CM4.0 climate model has high transient and equilibrium climate sensitivities
near the middle of the upper half of CMIP5 models. The CMIP5 models have been criticized for excessive
sensitivity based on observations of present-day warming and heat uptake and estimates of radiative
forcing. An ensemble of historical simulations with CM4.0 produces warming and heat uptake that are
consistent with these observations under forcing that is at the middle of the assessed distribution. Energy
budget-based methods for estimating sensitivities based on these quantities underestimate CM4.0's
sensitivities when applied to its historical simulations. However, we argue using a simple attribution
procedure that CM4.0's warming evolution indicates excessive transient sensitivity to greenhouse gases.
This excessive sensitivity is offset prior to recent decades by excessive response to aerosol and land use
changes.

Plain Language Summary

We evaluate the climate sensitivity of the Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) CM4.0 climate model. Climate sensitivity is an important factor determining
the magnitude of future climate change under anthropogenic forcing. We find that CM4.0 is a high climate
sensitivity model. A simple method for estimating climate sensitivity from historical changes significantly
underestimates CM4.0's sensitivity when applied to CM4.0's historical simulation. However, more sophisticated methods that make use of the detailed evolution of global warming identify CM4.0 as most likely too
sensitive to anthropogenic forcing.

1. Introduction
CM4.0 is the latest in a series of global climate models produced by the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL), developed in part to participate in a climate model intercomparison project (CMIP). CMIP
model results are one of the bases for a series of comprehensive reports produced by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) to interpret past climate changes and project future climate change with a
focus on this century. CM4.0 is driven by prescribed greenhouse gas concentrations, including CO2 . Ozone
and other atmospheric oxidants are also prescribed, while aerosols are simulated from emissions or emissions of precursors. Land vegetation is interactive, while glaciers and icecaps are prescribed. Improvements
of the climatology and variability simulations of GFDL's CMIP6 generation CM4.0 have been documented
by Held et al. (2019).
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Model simulations are provided to the CMIP archive with the objective of projecting climate changes on
the decadal to centennial timescales making it important to assess the model's climate sensitivity, its prediction of climate change under a given forcing. Since future forcing scenarios, as well as historical forcing
estimates, are uncertain and evolving, idealized atmospheric CO2 increase experiments have been used over
the history of climate modeling to measure model sensitivity to a benchmark radiative forcing. CO2 forcing is appropriate for this purpose because the centrality of fossil fuels to industrial economies and the long
atmospheric lifetime of CO2 make it very likely that it will increasingly dominate other radiative forcings.
In addition to an 1850 control (“piControl”) experiment, the CMIP6 DECK experiments contain two idealized experiments: an abrupt quadrupling of atmospheric CO2 (“abrupt-4xCO2”) and an increase of 1% per
year (“1pctCO2”). Since CO2 radiative forcing is nearly logarithmic in concentration, the 1pctCO2 experiment gives a nearly linear rise in CO2 radiative forcing. We will use these CMIP6 DECK experiments along
with the CMIP6 historical experiment and several custom diagnostic experiments to evaluate and critique
CM4.0's climate sensitivity.
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The warming at CO2 doubling in the 1pctCO2 experiment (Year 70) is designated the transient climate response (TCR) and is the primary measure
of climate sensitivity under increasing forcing. CO2 doubling corresponds
roughly to the forcing expected near the middle of this century, while
quadrupled CO2 forcing corresponds to the forcing at the end of the century with high-end emissions. Gregory et al. (2015) found that, among
a group of CMIP5 models, there was a 0.9 correlation between warming
in response to 1pctCO2 forcing at quadrupling and that projected under
RCP8.5 forcing at the end of this century. Large ranges of TCR and projected warming—typically at least 50% of the mean—are simulated by
the models. This uncertainty propagates from the physical simulation to
become uncertainty about impacts and the mitigations needed to avoid
them. The regional pattern of temperature change and changes in other
variables are also important for impacts, but since transient temperature change under greenhouse gas forcing is generally well approximated
as a static pattern function times the global mean surface temperature
change time series (Tebaldi & Arblaster, 2014), and because many other
climate variables and impacts are related to global mean temperature
change, large uncertainty in this quantity effectively prohibits accuracy
of regional changes and impact projections. Accuracy of both global temperature and regional patterns—of Arctic amplification, for example—is
necessary for accurate regional temperature projections.
The TCR has been assessed by the IPCC since the 2001 report without
significant changes in the range. An older sensitivity measure, the equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS), has a similarly large uncertainty that
Figure 1. piControl, 1pctCO2, and abrupt CO2 increase experiments:
has also not been reduced over time, in spite of dramatic improvements
(a) standard
experiments:
√ CMIP6 DECK experiments, and (b) additional √
in model resolution, comprehensiveness, and quality of the simulated cliabrupt 2 times, doubled and quadrupled CO2 rescaled to 2 times CO2 ,
and a three-member ensemble of 1pctCO2 experiments. Linear estimates of matology and variability. Meanwhile, climate change has progressed to
the response to linear forcing using equation (1) are shown as dashed
the point where the warming from the preindustrial era, mostly attributed
purple line in (a) and dashed purple, red, and blue lines in (b).
to anthropogenic forcing, is about half the model mean TCR. Given that
substantial forced climate change has already occurred, it is reasonable
to expect that historical observations will increasingly constrain climate sensitivity. In this study we draw
connections between GFDL-CM4.0's climate sensitivity characteristics and its historical simulations, looking to constrain the former with the latter, with a particular focus on the TCR. In the next section we review
CM4.0's climate sensitivity characteristics and their connections to its historical simulations. In the third
section, we look for constraints on sensitivities from simulated preindustrial to present-day differences as
has been done in recent studies using the “energy budget method” (Lewis & Curry, 2015, 2018; Otto et al.,
2013). We find instead that energy budget method sensitivities are inaccurate when applied to CM4.0 in a
perfect model test. In the fourth section, we employ simplified detection/attribution strategies (Gillett et al.,
2012) to argue that CM4.0 is most likely not consistent with the historical record and to constrain the TCR
using the shape of the historical warming evolution. Analysis of the role of individual feedbacks in this
inconsistency is left to future work. We summarize the results in the final section.

2. CM4.0's Sensitivity Characteristics
The global mean surface air temperature changes for CM4.0's idealized DECK experiments are shown in
Figure 1a. The abrupt-4xCO2 experiment has been extended from the 150 years requested by the CMIP6
protocol to 300 years in order to make a more accurate assessment of the ECS. The TCR from the difference
of 20-year averages of the 1pctCO2 and piControl experiments centered on Year 70 is 2.05 (±0.10) K. This
value would place CM4.0 near the 75th percentile of the CMIP5 model TCRs. Since we will be comparing the
TCR to observational estimates that use a combination of sea surface (SST) and air temperature to estimate
global surface temperature (Richardson et al., 2016), we also calculated the TCR using SST over the ice-free
ocean and surface air temperature elsewhere. We found that CM4.0's TCR was reduced by less than 0.1 K
using this procedure. For simplicity and comparability with previous work we ignore this slight discrepancy
and use global surface air temperature as our standard measure.
WINTON ET AL.
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CM4.0's warming at CO2 quadrupling (Year 140 in the 1pctCO2 experiment) is 5.0 K, well above twice its TCR. Gregory et al. (2015) found
a similar nonlinearity in a group of CMIP5 models: The warming from
doubling to quadrupling was 40% larger than the TCR in the multimodel mean, a little less than we find here for CM4.0. Using the “Hansen
method” (Chung & Soden, 2015; Hansen et al., 2005) with the atmospheric component of CM4.0, AM4.0 (Zhao et al., 2018a, 2018b), we find
that the radiative forcing of the first CO2 doubling from preindustrial is
3.98 W/m2 while that of the second is 3.93 W/m2 . Therefore, the extra
warming is due to the response, in particular ocean effects that we will
discuss later.

Figure 2. CM4.0 Gregory diagram showing the climate state (global surface
temperature/heat uptake change) at 1pctCO2 doubled CO2 (red) and
abrupt-4xCO2 50-year averages (purple, divided by 2). Annual values
(divided by 2) for the first 150 years of the abrupt CO2 quadrupling
experiment are shown (black dots) along with the regression line as used by
Andrews et al. (2012) to calculate the CMIP5 ECSs. Dashed red lines from
the radiative forcing and ECS through the doubled CO2 state define the
Effective Climate Sensitivity and Ocean Heat Uptake Efficacy, respectively.

Curvature in the response to a linear ramp in CO2 forcing is not necessarily a signature of nonlinearity of the system, since it can be emulated
with a linear response function. In fact, Gregory et al. (2015) found that
this curvature in the response to ramp CO2 forcing in the CMIP5 models
could mostly be accounted for using a linear response calculated from the
abrupt-4xCO2 experiment. The calculated linear response in that study
had slightly less curvature than the full response leaving room for a modest contribution from nonlinear response to forcing. It can be shown that
the response to linearly increasing forcing, assuming a linear response to
forcing, is proportional to the integral of the step response:
Tlinear (t) =

1
tstep ∫0

t

Tstep (𝜏)d𝜏

(1)

where tstep is the time required for the linearly increasing forcing to achieve the magnitude of the step forcing (140 years, in this case). This integral is also plotted in Figure 1a. The comparison shows that the CM4.0's
warming is slightly more curved than expected for a linear system, similar to the result for the CMIP5
model mean.
For interpretation of CM4.0's historical simulations we are interested in the early
√ part of the 1pctCO2 experiment where the warming is less than 1 K and the forcing less than about 2 times preindustrial CO2 ,
halfway to doubled CO2 forcing on the log scale. To help estimate the forced response during this period, we
have performed two additional 1pctCO2 ensemble members integrated to Year 45. These were initialized at
Years 40 and 82 of the control simulation. Motivated by the evidence of nonlinearity in the 1pctCO2
√ experiment, we have also performed two additional abrupt CO2 increase experiments
√with double and 2 times
preindustrial CO2 . Rescaling all of the abrupt CO2 increase experiments to the 2 times forcing shows that
√
the responses are indeed slightly nonlinear in forcing level with the largest effect occurring between 2
times and doubled CO2 levels (Figure 1b). The integrals
√ of the step responses show that nonlinear effects
might account for warming of about 0.1 K between 2 times CO2 and doubling.
Figure 2 shows a plot of global temperature change against top-of-atmosphere heat uptake for CO2 doubling
in the 1pctCO2 experiment and rescaled 50-year means for the abrupt-4xCO2 experiment. This “Gregory
diagram” (Gregory et al., 2004) is very useful for estimating the ECS and other climate sensitivity parameters.
We estimate the ECS by extrapolating the abrupt-4xCO2 climate states to zero heat uptake, ignoring the first
50 years due to contamination by a fast time scale adjustment (Held et al., 2010). This method yields an ECS
estimate of 5.0 K. The method was used by Winton et al. (2013) to obtain ECS estimates for GFDL-ESM2M
and CM3 that were within 0.2 K of the values obtained by integrating these models for several thousand
years to their actual equilibria (Paynter et al., 2018). The extrapolation assumes that equilibration is effected
by processes that are already active over the first 300 years. Li et al. (2013) show a case where this assumption
is violated as the temperature/heat uptake relationship changes slope after 1,200 years of integration leading
their extrapolation to overestimate ECHAM5's equilibrium response to doubling by 0.7 K.
A different extrapolation method was used to obtain the model ECS values cited in the IPCC fifth report
(Andrews et al., 2012). This extrapolation used the first 150 years of annual values from the abrupt-4xCO2
experiment. The method underestimated the true ECS values for GFDL-ESM2M and CM3 by 0.9 and 0.8
K, respectively (Paynter et al., 2018). Applying the Andrews et al. method to CM4.0, we find that it gives an
WINTON ET AL.
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ECS estimate of 4.0 K, 1 K lower than our extrapolation method ECS of 5.0 K. Comparing CM4.0's Andrews
et al. method ECS to those compiled in their paper shows that CM4.0 is at about the 75th percentile, similar
to its TCR placement in that group. By these conventional sensitivity measures CM4.0 is in the middle of
the more sensitive half of the models.
The effective climate sensitivity, ECS2X , approximates the ECS by scaling up the transient warming with the
ratio of the doubled CO2 radiative forcing to transient forcing minus heat uptake (Murphy, 1995):
ECS2X = ΔT

R2X
R−N

(2)

where ΔT is the global temperature change, R is the radiative forcing, R2X is the doubled CO2 radiative
forcing, and N is the earth energy imbalance or heat uptake. The scaling up can be justified with the linear
perturbation energy balance:
R = 𝜆ΔT + N

(3)

noting that N = 0 at equilibrium. In equation (2), the radiative damping parameter 𝜆 is the negative of the
radiative feedback (positive for negative feedback). The effective sensitivity based on the transient state at
CO2 doubling in the 1pctCO2 experiment (ΔT = TCR and R = R2X ) can be visualized in Figure 2 as the
intersection of the line from the radiative forcing through the doubled CO2 climate state with the x axis.
CM4.0's effective sensitivity of 3.2 K likely underestimates its ECS substantially. The underpinning assumption, from equation (3), that the radiative forcing and heat uptake have equivalent impacts on temperature,
does not apply to CM4.0, leading to a large low bias. If heat uptake has greater impact than CO2 forcing the
effective sensitivity would be expected to increase over time as the climate equilibrates with its forcing. This
effect, first noted by Senior and Mitchell (2000), was found by Armour (2017) to be generally true of the
CMIP5 models in CO2 increase experiments.
We can read two important parameters for the ocean's role in transient climate change from the Gregory
diagram in Figure 2. The ocean heat uptake efficiency
𝛾=

N
ΔT

(4)

is 0.67 W·m−2 · K−1 in 1pctCO2 at CO2 doubling, near the CMIP5 model mean of 0.64 W·m−2 · K−1 (Kuhlbrodt
& Gregory, 2012). The second parameter, the ocean heat uptake efficacy, is the ratio of global temperature
responses to ocean heat uptake and to CO2 forcing changes (Winton et al., 2010). The ocean heat uptake
efficacy can be written in terms of the TCR and ECS as
𝜖=

(ECS − TCR)∕N
ECS∕R2X

(5)

based on a modified form of equation (3) that allows for different impacts of radiative forcing and ocean
heat uptake on temperature,
R = 𝜆ΔT + 𝜖N.

(6)

Several recent studies have noted that climate feedback varies with the SST response pattern (Andrews et al.,
2015; Armour et al., 2013; Gregory & Andrews, 2016; Zhou et al., 2017). Ocean heat uptake efficacy parsimoniously captures this effect by constructing the feedback from two response components having different
SST patterns—one associated with the equilibrium response to the forcing and the other with the ocean heat
uptake. Equation (5), for example, can be rewritten in this form as
𝜆2X = 𝜆EQ + (𝜖 − 1)𝛾2X

(7)

where 𝜆2X = R2X ∕TCR − 𝛾2X , 𝜆EQ = R2X ∕ECS, and 𝛾2X = N∕TCR is the heat uptake efficiency at CO2
doubling. To the extent that 𝜖 is relatively constant, as it is in CM4.0's abrupt-4xCO2 experiment after the
first few decades, equation (7) will pertain to other times besides CO2 doubling, thereby capturing the time
variation of the feedback with a constant parameter.
Most models have ocean heat uptake efficacy values greater than 1 indicating that ocean heat uptake forces
more temperature change than CO2 per W/m2 and the transient climate feedback is larger (more damping)
WINTON ET AL.
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than the equilibrium feedback. In Figure 2 the efficacy value is the ratio
of the radiative forcing to the 𝑦 intercept of the line from the ECS through
the doubled CO2 climate state, 1.7 for CM4.0. This value is considerably
larger than the multimodel mean value of 1.3 found by Winton et al.
(2010). CM4.0's large ocean heat uptake efficacy is a major factor in the
underestimation of its ECS by the CMIP5 method and by the effective sensitivity. ECS estimates for models with lower ocean heat uptake efficacy
should be less sensitive to method.

Figure 3. (a) Time variation of transient climate sensitivity (solid) with
linear estimates using equation (1) (dashed) and (b) Gregory diagram
showing 1pctCO2 transient states for forcing levels corresponding to Years
35, 70, and 140 normalized to doubled CO2 for comparison.

Figure 3a shows the transient climate sensitivity (TCS), the warming
divided by the forcing, along the course of the 1pctCO2 experiment. The
linear model expectation for TCS from integrating abrupt CO2 increase
responses is also shown. The TCS rises significantly over the course of
the experiment. It rises across the values expected for linear responses at
particular forcing levels (the dashed curves) which themselves√rise significantly with time. At Year 35 the atmospheric CO2 level is 2 times
preindustrial, near the present-day level. From this level, the TCS rises by
15% to CO2 doubling (Year 70) and 47% to quadrupling (Year 140). This
suggests that estimates of future warming based on the present-day TCS,
even if this can be accurately estimated, may be low biased, especially
for century-scale projections. Nonlinearity of the response—greater sensitivity at higher levels of forcing—contributes the part of this behavior
evident in the crossing of the response curves. The rising of the response
curves themselves, due to the warming impact of reducing ocean heat
uptake relative to radiative forcing, contributes the other part of the
sensitivity increase.

We can examine the increasing TCS over 1pctCO2 due to heat uptake
equilibration using a scaled
√ Gregory diagram (Figure 3b). Here we compare the climate states for 2 times, doubled, and quadrupled CO2 levels
in the 1pctCO2 experiment. The states have all been normalized, based
on their log-CO2 forcing levels, to doubled CO2 . Without equilibration differences between the states, they
would all lie on top of each other on this plot. Instead they track a line of constant ocean heat uptake efficacy as time progresses and the forcing increases, similarly to the equilibration pathway under constant
quadrupled CO2 forcing (Figure 2). This diagram shows that some of the extra warming over the second CO2
doubling relative to the first in the 1pctCO2 experiment is due to reduced (scaled) heat uptake moving the
climate state toward its (scaled) equilibrium. Because this equilibration takes place along a line of constant
ocean heat uptake efficacy rather than one of constant effective sensitivity (emanating from the radiative
forcing on the 𝑦 axis), reductions in both ocean heat uptake efficiency and radiative damping contribute to
this extra warming.
The heat uptake efficiency reduction during equilibration is associated with ocean warming below the mixed
layer. We expect that this warm anomaly would persist even if the forcing were returned to preindustrial. For
this reason, Held et al. (2010) referred to this component of the surface warming as “recalcitrant warming.”
Recalcitrant warming increases over time as the climate equilibrates with its forcing and it is a part of the
TCR that may be underestimated when scaling up the present-day warming to produce observation-based
TCR estimates.
We can demonstrate that there is extra recalcitrant warming at CO2 doubling relative to present day in CM4.0
directly using return-to-preindustrial-experiments following Held et al. (2010). The intent of these experiments is to expose the component of the warming that is due to sub-mixed-layer ocean warming by abruptly
removing the component due to current radiative forcing. The return to preindustrial forcing experiments
from 2015 in the historical experiment and Year 70 of the 1pctCO2 experiment are shown in Figure 4. As
expected, there is a small difference of a few tenths of kelvins in the warming that remains after radiative
forcing is removed. This difference is warming at CO2 doubling that will be missed if the TCR is estimated by
scaling up the present-day warming with radiative forcing. CM4.0's present-day warming does not include
any recalcitrant warming to scale up.

WINTON ET AL.
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We will show below that the historical CO2 -only forced response can be
used to quantify the present-day recalcitrant warming and other climate
change characteristics. A direct way to calculate this response would be
to make a historical CO2 -only experiment. We have chosen instead to
perform an alternative control for the historical experiment using all historical forcings except CO2 , which is fixed at its 1850 value. The difference
of the all-forced historical and this experiment is taken to be the CO2 -only
response. The reason for this approach is to allow carbon fertilization
to be calculated as a difference between land carbon content in the two
experiments both having historical land use change, although we do not
make use of this feature of the experiment in the current study. More
generally, to the extent that there are interactions between responses to
individual forcing agents, the all-forced historical makes a better control
experiment. Below we use “CO2 -only” to refer to differences between the
all-forced historical ensemble and the fixed-CO2 historical.
Figure 5 shows the all-forced and fixed-CO2 historical experiments. We
have performed three historical ensemble runs branched from Years 250,
290, and 332 of the preindustrial control. In general, the CO2 forced
warming can be either less than or greater than the total depending upon
the balance of other forcings. Since the fixed-CO2 historical temperature
perturbation is nearly 0 after 2000, the responses to other forcings cancel out and nearly all of CM4.0's warming can be thought of as due to CO2 . A larger CO2 -forced component of present-day warming should result
in greater future warming for two reasons: It indicates a larger climate sensitivity, and secondly, a larger
fraction of the current warming will be long-lived because it is associated with this long-lived forcing agent.
The historical CO2 TCS, based on warming and forcing averaged over 1995–2014, is 0.45 KW−1 m2 similar to the values early in the 1pctCO2 experiment (Figure 3a) and 14% less than the value at doubled CO2 .
This confirms our expectation from the early part of the 1pctCO2 experiment that TCR estimates based on
present-day observations will be slightly low biased. A more general assessment of this relationship should
become possible with the CMIP6 DAMIP CO2 -only historical experiment.

Figure 4. Global surface temperature in historical (blue) and 1pctCO2 (red)
increase experiments and their corresponding return-to-piControl-forcing
experiments (light blue and purple, respectively).

In summary, CM4.0 has above average transient and equilibrium climate sensitivities (TCR = 2.05 K, ECS
= 5.0 K), the former in spite of having an above average ocean cooling effect through its large ocean heat
uptake efficacy. CM4.0's sensitivity appears to increase over time as the radiative forcing increases due to
declining ocean heat uptake efficiency in combination with its large
efficacy, and a more sensitive response to the larger forcing levels.

3. Constraints From Present-Day Changes
Figure 5 shows CM4.0's response to historical greenhouse gas and natural
forcing. These forcings induce nearly twice the warming of the total historical forcing. The major cooling agents, aerosols and land use, account
for the difference. It is the potentially compensating influences of the
uncertain climate sensitivity and magnitudes of the cooling forcings that
prevents the climate sensitivity from being accurately determined from
the historical warming (Kiehl, 2007).

Figure 5. Historical global surface temperature observations (black and
gray) and CM4.0 simulations with historical forcing (ensemble members in
red; mean is thickened), historical except fixed preindustrial CO2 (light
blue), and historical except fixed preindustrial aerosol emissions and land
use (GHG+NAT, green). All series are 5-year smoothed.

WINTON ET AL.

Recently, several studies have estimated TCR and ECS using present-day
observations of temperature change and heat uptake and assessments of
radiative forcing (Lewis & Curry, 2015, 2018; Otto et al., 2013). These studies use an energy budget method that scales up present-day temperature
change to transient or equilibrium CO2 doubling using the present-day
radiative forcing, the doubled CO2 forcing, and the heat uptake as follows:
TCREB = ΔTALL

R2X
RALL

(8)
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Table 1
Energy Budget Method Parameters Using Observations (Lewis & Curry, 2018), CM4.0
Historical Ensemble Means, and the CM4.0 Historical CO2 -Only Response
Lewis and Curry (2018)

CM4.0 all-forced

CM4.0 CO2 -forced

ΔT (K)

0.79 (0.63–0.94)

0.65

0.71

R (W/m2 )

2.26 (1.44–3.09)

2.04

1.58

TCREB (K)

1.32 (0.95–2.0)

1.27

1.78

—

0.62

0.87

TCREB
TCR

(W/m2 )

0.49 (0.29–0.69)

0.56

0.55

ECSEB (K)

1.69 (1.35–2.25)

1.76

2.73

—

0.35

0.54

N

ECSEB
ECS

Note. Numbers in bold are observation-based and model TCR and ECS estimates. The
listed Lewis and Curry (2018) results refer to their differences between 1995–2016 and
1869–1882 averages with temperatures taken from the Had4KrigV2 data set. CM4.0's
actual TCR and ECS are 2.05 and 5.0 K, respectively.

ECSEB = ΔTALL

R2X
RALL − NALL

(9)

The “ALL” subscript refers to quantities evaluated at present day when all forcing agents are active. For
equation (8) to hold generally, the heat uptake efficiency and efficacy must be the same in the historical and
TCR states as can be seen by combining equations (4) and (6) to obtain
ΔT =

R
.
𝜆 + 𝜖𝛾

(10)

If this is the case, equation (10) allows transient temperature changes to scale with radiative forcing.
Equation (9) is simply the effective climate sensitivity (equation (2)) obtained by scaling up the historical
warming.
Observation-based energy budget method sensitivity estimates are generally skewed low compared to CMIP
model TCR and ECS distributions. For example, the Lewis and Curry (2018) most likely values of 1.2 K and
1.5 K for the TCR and ECS, respectively, are much lower than their counterpart CMIP5 model averages of
1.8 and 3.2 K. GFDL-CM4.0, as a more sensitive model, has an even larger discrepancy with the energy
budget method estimates. In this section, we use CM4.0's historical simulation of ΔT , R, and N to generate
TCREB and ECSEB and compare them to the observationally derived estimates and the model's actual values.
The former comparison tests the fidelity of CM4.0's historical simulation and latter tests the energy budget
method itself.
Table 1 shows the Lewis and Curry (2018) values using the globally interpolated Had4KrigV2 data set
(Cowtan & Way, 2014). This data set is used for direct comparison to CM4.0's global mean temperature
changes. From the several Lewis and Curry (2018) estimates we use those based on the 1869–1882 preindustrial and 1995–2016 present-day periods. These offer the best comparison to CM4.0's historical simulation
because the CMIP6 historical period ends in 2014 and it is desirable to use 20-year, or longer, averaging periods to estimate climate changes. The TCR and ECS estimates using these choices are a little larger than the
Lewis and Curry (2018) preferred estimates but still much lower than CM4.0's values. Table 1 also lists values for the CM4.0 all-forced ensemble mean changes and, to remove forcing heterogeneity as a source of
sensitivity discrepancy, CM4.0's historical CO2 -forced changes.
CM4.0's historical simulation of the variables used for energy balance method sensitivities—warming, heat
uptake, and radiative forcing—are consistent with the Lewis and Curry (2018) observations. Consequently,
CM4.0's sensitivities estimated using the energy budget method agree with the Lewis and Curry (2018) estimates to within 0.1 K, while those using the CO2 -only historical values are 0.5 and 1.0 K larger for TCR and
ECS, respectively. Using the CO2 -only numbers reduces but does not eliminate the underestimate of the
model's true values indicating that only part of the underestimate is due to forcing effects. First, we address
the forcing effect portion of the underestimate, quantified as the difference in all- and CO2 -forced responses.
WINTON ET AL.
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This discrepancy arises from the efficacy of non-CO2 forcing agents—that
is, their differing responses per W/m2 forcing. Hansen et al. (2005)
showed that the equivalence of a forcing to CO2 breaks down for forcings
that are not well distributed globally. This can be corrected by applying an
efficacy factor to a forcing. For example, we can apply an efficacy factor of
𝜖ALL =

ΔTALL RCO2
·
RALL ΔTCO2

(11)

to the present-day radiative forcing, RALL , to account for its differential impact on warming relative to historical CO2 forcing, RCO2 . Here
the “CO2” subscript refers to quantities evaluated at present day under
historical CO2 -only forcing.
Figure 6 shows zonal and historical period mean forcings calculated as
the top-of-atmosphere net flux in response to the forcing change using
AM4.0 with fixed SSTs and sea ice cover (Hansen et al., 2005). The historical greenhouse gas plus natural forcing is fairly evenly distributed
Figure 6. Historical period average forcings calculated for all-forcing (red),
meridionally, but land use and aerosol forcings are concentrated on a
all except land use (blue), and all except land use plus aerosol (greenhouse
band between 40◦ N and 60◦ N. Since land use and aerosols are similarly
plus natural, green) using AM4.0 top-of-atmosphere radiative flux
distributed we separate the forcings into two clusters: greenhouse gas
differences between perturbation and control experiments with the same
SST and sea ice boundary conditions.
plus natural (GHG+NAT) and aerosol plus land use (AERO+LU). An
experiment with fixed 1850 aerosol precursor emissions and land use was
performed to calculate the response to these two forcing clusters, with the AERO+LU response calculated
as the difference between all-forcing (ALL) ensemble and GHG+NAT responses.
Figure 7 shows the 1995–2014 global average temperature changes plotted against forcings for the ALL,
CO2 -forced and GHG+NAT-forced experiments. The slopes of the lines on the plot, the warming divided
by the forcing, are the transient sensitivities. The transient sensitivity for ALL forcing is significantly less
than for CO2 —the ratio of the slopes, the all-forcing efficacy, is 0.71. The transient sensitivity for GHG+NAT
is nearly the same as that of CO2 -only, giving an efficacy near 1. Under the assumption that the forcings
add linearly, the response to AERO+LU forcing is the difference between the ALL and GHG+NAT-forced
responses. The AERO+LU transient sensitivity, calculated as this difference divided by the difference in
forcing, is larger than for CO2 forcing, by a factor of about 1.5. A larger-than-unity efficacy is expected for
forcings localized at high latitudes and Northern Hemisphere midlatitudes (Hansen et al., 2005; Shindell,
2014). Rotstayn et al. (2015) found that the CMIP5 models had an average
aerosol forcing efficacy of 1.4 relative to historical greenhouse gas forcing.
Land use forcing efficacies have been estimated both above (Hansen et al.,
2005) and below (Davin et al., 2007; Jones et al., 2013) one. Therefore,
CM4.0 appears to have an above average aerosol plus land use forcing
efficacy leading to a relatively low all-forcing efficacy.
Making use of the all-forcing efficacy, we can attribute part of the energy
budget method error to the lack of a forcing efficacy factor and the rest to
the transient sensitivity increasing effect of ocean warming by using the
forcing efficacy adjusted TCR estimate:
TCRALL = ΔTALL

R2X
𝜖ALL RALL

(12)

After substituting equation (11) we find that
TCRALL = ΔTCO2

Figure 7. Historical ALL, CO2-only, and GHG+NAT-forced 1995–2014
average radiative forcings and temperature responses. The AERO+LU
values are differences between the ALL and GHG+NAT experiments.
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R2X
= TCRCO2
RCO2

(13)

Therefore, the TCR estimate based on historical CO2 forcing divides the
error into a part due to forcing efficacy, TCRCO2 − TCREB , and a part
due to recalcitrant warming, TCR − TCRCO2 . This partition is depicted in
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Figure 8. Sources of energy budget method underestimation of CM4.0's (a) TCR and (b) ECS. The Lewis and Curry
(2018) energy budget method estimates and 90% confidence intervals are also shown.

Figure 8a. We note that rewriting the residual error after adjusting for radiative forcing efficacy as
(
)
R2X
ΔTALL
TCR
TCR − ΔTALL
= R2X
−
𝜖ALL RALL
R2X
𝜖ALL RALL

(14)

clearly shows its association with increased (efficacy adjusted) transient sensitivity at CO2 doubling relative
to present day (the parenthesized term at right).
For equilibrium sensitivity we can quantitatively attribute the energy budget method underestimation of
CM4.0's ECS to three factors: forcing efficacy, recalcitrant warming, and ocean heat uptake efficacy, a contributor to the recalcitrant warming (Figure 8b). The first step is to account for historical forcing efficacy
similarly to our procedure for TCR:
ECSALL = ΔTALL

R2X
𝜖ALL RALL − NALL

(15)

The energy budget method error, ECS − ECSEB , can now be partitioned, using ECSALL and the effective
sensitivity ECS2X (equation (2)), as
• ECSALL − ECSEB due to lack of accounting for forcing efficacy,
• ECS2X −ECSALL due to extra recalcitrant warming due to ocean warming at transient CO2 doubling relative
to present day, and
• ECS − ECS2X recalcitrant warming entirely due to lack of accounting for ocean heat uptake efficacy larger
than 1.
These terms are depicted in Figure 8b. We note that the fact that the climate states follow a line of constant
ocean heat uptake efficacy rather than effective climate sensitivity (Figure 3b) as the forcing level increases
indicates that some part of the recalcitrant warming to transient CO2 doubling could also be attributed to
ocean heat uptake efficacy. Because this part is already small, we do not partition it further.
To summarize, we have found that the energy budget method gives inaccurate estimates of TCR and ECS
for CM4.0 and so does not provide a useful constraint on CM4.0's sensitivities. The lack of forcing efficacy is
WINTON ET AL.
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Figure 9. Global temperature response to greenhouse gas plus natural
(green) and to aerosol plus land use forcing (blue). Estimates of these
responses obtained by applying the transient sensitivity (and aerosol plus
land use efficacy) to the radiative forcings for these two components are
also shown (dashed). The ensemble mean all-forcing historical warming
(red) and observed warming (black and gray) are reproduced here for
reference. Five-year smoothing is applied to all series.
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the dominant source of energy budget method TCR underestimation and
is also important for ECS underestimation. Ocean heat uptake efficacy is
the dominant source of ECS underestimation. Thus, we find for CM4.0
that the energy budget method is an unreliable method of estimating sensitivities as has been suggested, more generally, in several recent studies
(Armour, 2017; Marvel et al., 2015; Proistosescu & Huybers, 2017). Our
finding that ECSEB is lower than the ECS due to radiative and ocean heat
uptake efficacies also offers an explanation for the finding of Andrews
et al. (2018) that their historical effective sensitivity, R2X ∕𝜆hist underestimates the climate model ECSs (𝜆hist = −N∕ΔT when forcing a model's
atmospheric component with historical SST and sea ice changes). The
historical SST change pattern incorporates the influences of the efficacies which serve to reduce extratropical warming and hence the increase
in radiative damping. Neither radiative forcing efficacy nor ocean heat
uptake efficacy affect the radiative damping at a CO2 -forced equilibrium.
Consequently, the pattern effect presents an impediment to constraining
the ECS with present-day observations (Stevens et al., 2016).

4. A Constraint From Preindustrial to Present-Day
Evolution

The last section showed the difficulty of constraining sensitivity using
only preindustrial to present-day changes. In this section, we try to constrain TCR using the evolution of the warming, particularly over recent
decades when aerosol and land use—uncertain forcings with uncertain and potentially large efficacies—are
thought to be relatively stable. This stability may allow the warming to be attributed to greenhouse gas
and natural forcings which do not have as large uncertainty (Gregory & Forster, 2008). GFDL-CM4.0 has a
GHG+NAT efficacy of close to 1, allowing direct implications about CO2 sensitivity to be made. However,
this may not be generally true of other climate models. Hansen et al. (2005) and Yoshimori and Broccoli
(2008) cite efficacies for the natural solar and volcanic forcings near 0.9. Gillett and Arora (2013) show that
historical GHG-forced warming and TCR are correlated in the CMIP5 models but that there is considerable variability in the relationship, especially when ozone forcing is included. Even in the case where other
greenhouse gases have nonunitary efficacy, a finding of oversensitivity to these forcings provides a useful sensitivity constraint for climate projections because non-CO2 gases will also contribute significantly to
future warming, although less relative to CO2 over time.
Figure 9 shows time series of the observed and CM4.0-simulated warming over the historical period. There
is a significant discrepancy over the last 50 years of the experiment with CM4.0 producing a larger rate
of warming than seen in the observations. CM4.0's responses to GHG+NAT and AERO+LU forcings are
also shown in the figure along with their respective forcings scaled by the product of their efficacies and
the transient sensitivity from the CO2 -only calculation. Because of the lack of recalcitrant warming over
the historical experiment in CM4.0, forcing should be related to the contemporaneous response. Figure 9
shows that the responses to the forcing components conform reasonably well to those expected from the
respective forcing time series supporting the interpretation of the partial forcing historical time series as
radiative responses.
It is notable in Figure 9 that the response to AERO+LU forcing does not change over the 40-year period
from about 1975 to 2014. Therefore, CM4.0's warming over this period is entirely due to GHG+NAT forcing.
If the same is true of the observed climate, then the model must be too sensitive to these forcings because its
post-1975 warming rate is considerably larger than observed. If, further, nature like CM4.0 has an efficacy of
1 for GHG+NAT forcing, then CM4.0 must also have excessive transient sensitivity to CO2 in the historical
period. Under these two assumptions, CM4.0's late-warming discrepancy is a manifestation of excessive
transient sensitivity and would be expected to produce excessive climate change in future projections. Over
the historical period as a whole, the oversensitivity to CO2 , other greenhouse gases, and natural forcings
must be counteracted by an oversimulation of the cooling effects of land use and aerosols in order to achieve
CM4.0's agreement with the overall observed warming, albeit with a low bias in the time series average
warming.
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This line of reasoning can be formalized by using detection and attribution methods which project observed changes onto spatiotemporal
patterns of response produced by climate models. The scaling factors
produced this way detect a forced response when their ranges do not
include 0 but also indicate an incompatibility between the simulated and
observed response when their uncertainty ranges do not include 1. Gillett
et al. (2012) performed detection and attribution analyses with varying
levels of sophistication on CanESM2, a sensitive model with a TCR of
2.3 K. They found that, when the period from 1850 to 2010 was used,
all methods gave similar scalings and showed that the model's responses
to greenhouse gas and aerosol forcings were too large since the scaling
factors were significantly less than 1. The simplest method used was an
ordinary least squares regression of observed global mean temperature
onto the model responses to individual forcings.
Here we apply this simple ordinary least squares regression method to
CM4.0, projecting the Had4KrigV2 global warming onto CM4.0's 5-year
smoothed GHG+NAT and AERO+LU responses obtaining scaling factors of 0.78 and 0.34, respectively. The fit to the observed global warming
after applying these scaling factors to the model response components
is very good (r = 0.96). The scaling factors are significantly less than 1
(95% confidence). We find therefore, similarly to Gillett et al. (2012), that
the response to both forcing components is too large (Figure 10). This is
the case whether we use the ensemble mean historical temperature to construct the AERO+LU response
or any of the three individual ensemble members (the GHG+NAT response is determined from a single
experiment). We only needed to perform a single all-forced and GHG+NAT-forced historical experiments,
in addition to the piControl experiment, to infer excessive transient sensitivity with this simple method.

Figure 10. Observed and simulated global warming and scaling factors
obtained by regressing observed temperature change onto CM4.0's
greenhouse gas plus natural and aerosol plus land use responses with 95%
confidence intervals (at right). All series are 5-year smoothed. The scaling
factors using the historical ensemble mean (bold) and using each member
individually to derive the aerosol plus land use component are shown. The
resulting fit (purple) matches the observed temperature time series (black)
quite well.

Applying CM4.0's GHG+NAT scaling factor to its TCR gives a value of 1.6 K as an estimate of the true
value. However, Gillett et al. (2012) recommend against interpreting the scaling factors from a single model
this way. Although our result shows that another high sensitivity model has oversensitivity to forcing components in the historical period, important uncertainties are not fully sampled. To draw inferences about
Earth's sensitivity, it is recommended to take a multimodel approach as in the upcoming CMIP6 DAMIP
experiment (Gillett et al., 2016). Nevertheless, this exercise has shown that CM4.0's sensitivity is, at minimum, inconsistent with observations given the truth of two other aspects of its simulation: recent stability
of AERO+LU forcing and unitary efficacy of GHG+NAT forcing.
It would not be possible to achieve the good fit shown in Figure 10 by reducing the sensitivity alone, which
would be equivalent to using the same, less than 1, scaling factor for both the GHG+NAT and AERO+LU
responses. Doing this would reduce the overall preindustrial to present-day warming to well below that
observed. By reducing the scaling factor on the cooling AERO+LU response more than for GHG+NAT,
the overall warming is brought back up toward that observed while improving the shape of the warming
evolution. The extra reduction in AERO+LU response can be achieved either by reducing the radiative
forcing or the efficacy of the radiative forcing. The product of these two needs to be reduced by a little more
than 50% to achieve the best fit.
To this point we have assumed that the model's late-warming discrepancy is due to an error in the forced
response rather than from a contribution of unforced warming, most likely to the observed temperature
record. The confidence intervals on the scaling factors in Figure 10 are evidence against a natural variability explanation but are generated by the regression and reflect only the uncertainty represented by the high
frequency variation of the fit residuals. An estimate of the uncertainty generated by low frequency internal variability comes from the three-member ensemble and the figure shows that none of these have large
enough variations to account for the observed temperature record. Figure 11 gives a broader perspective on
the potential for natural fluctuations to account for CM4.0's long temperature discrepancy between the 1950s
and near present by including the eight 60-year averages available from the 500-year preindustrial control
experiment. These temperature variations are also seen to be insufficient to account for the discrepancy.
WINTON ET AL.
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Several studies have attempted to explain recent discrepancies between
CMIP5 model and observed warming by identifying warming pattern differences associated with either natural variability (e.g., Meehl et al., 2014)
or missing forced responses (e.g., Seager et al., 2019) but the large scale
ENSO-like pattern that has been identified is amenable to either explanation (Gregory et al., 2019). Gillett et al. (2012) showed that pattern
information did not alter detection/attribution forcing factors or their
uncertainties significantly relative to an analysis using only the evolution of global mean temperature when the longest observational period
was used. Instead of using pattern information, to strengthen our identification of CM4.0's discrepancy as an error in its forced response we
include ocean heat uptake observations in the comparison, hoping to take
advantage of the strong association of surface warming and heat uptake
in forced responses that is evident in Gregory diagrams (e.g., Figure 2).
We use the heat uptake observation from Zanna et al. (2019). This estimate agrees with available instrumental records but also extends back in
Figure 11. Gregory diagram for mid-1950s to near-present average
time using Green's functions fit to a data-assimilation-constrained ocean
warming and heat uptake. The experiment scalings shown in Figure 10 are
circulation. The average temperature/heat uptake pairs are plotted on a
applied to both surface temperature and heat uptake to obtain a
type of Gregory diagram in Figure 11 showing that the low bias in model
hypothetical reduced sensitivity/aerosol+land use forcing response (pink)
that agrees better with the observations (black and gray) than does the
temperature is associated with a low bias in ocean heat uptake over the
unadjusted CM4 (red). The PI control anomalies (blue) are the eight 60-year period since the mid 1950s in which there is a large discrepancy in the
averages of global surface temperature and ocean heat uptake recentered on
evolution of global mean temperature between CM4.0 and observations.
the historical ensemble mean values. Linear fit residuals are used in these
The ocean heat uptake bias is relatively smaller because CM4.0's ocean
averages in order to remove PI control drift. CM4's internal variations in
heat uptake efficiency, the slope of the line from the origin, is larger than
temperature and heat uptake are negatively correlated (𝜌 = −0.33).
observed. We also apply the GHG+NAT and AERO+LU scalings derived
earlier to surface temperature and heat uptake, showing a climate state for a hypothetical model obtained
by reducing CM4.0's sensitivity and AERO+LU forcing. This state is in much better agreement with the
observed state than any of the CM4 historical ensemble members or the hypothetical ensemble obtained by
using the PI control natural fluctuations. The negative correlation of natural fluctuations in surface temperature and ocean heat uptake makes it more difficult for them to account for the model discrepancy where
both biases have the same sign. The one (hypothetical) CM4.0 fluctuation that falls within the observed
heat uptake confidence interval is associated with a surface cool anomaly and hence, has a larger surface
temperature discrepancy with the observations.
Therefore, our interpretation of the ocean heat uptake comparison is that CM4.0's late-warming discrepancy is due to errors in its forced response, in particular that both its transient sensitivity and its product
of AERO+LU forcing and forcing efficacy are too large. The warming prior to 1980 is too small because of
excessive cooling from increasing AERO+LU forcing. After 1980, the warming is too large because the model
is too sensitive and there is no longer a canceling influence from the AERO+LU forcing. In the remainder
of this section we briefly examine two risks to the conclusion that CM4.0's TCR is too high: (1) The shape
of the AERO+LU forcing may be incorrectly simulated by CM4.0, and (2) there may be a systematic bias in
the volcanic forcing that produces an excessive recent warming trend in CM4.0.
First we look at the possibility that an incorrect simulation of the shape of the AERO+LU response prevents
the model from simulating the historical warming correctly with its high TCR. We note that the shape of
the response is similar to that of the forcing, which also does not have a significant trend over 1975–2014
(Figure 9). Figure 12a shows the response that would be needed for CM4.0 to agree with the observed
warming without an adjustment to its GHG+NAT sensitivity obtained by subtracting the observed warming
from CM4.0's GHG+NAT response. The required AERO+LU forced cooling increases steadily from 1960 to
present day.
A uniform increase in aerosol forcing over this period is unlikely given that global emissions of SO2 , precursor to the main aerosol cooling agent, peaked around 1980 and have been falling since (Figure 12b; (Klimont
et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2001). Myhre et al. (2017) show aerosol forcing for five models forced with CMIP6
aerosol precursor emissions. All five have either flat or increasing (less cooling) radiative forcing from 1990
to 2015.
WINTON ET AL.
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Figure 12. (a) CM4.0 aerosol plus land use response (blue) and the response needed to eliminate the discrepancy with
the observed warming (light blue). All series are 5-year smoothed. (b) Two drivers of aerosol plus land use radiative
forcing, global forest cover (blue), and SO2 emissions (green) have stabilized in recent decades.

Land use forcing is also unlikely to produce a steady increase in AERO+LU cooling. Figure 12b shows global
forest land area fraction from the CMIP6 forcing data set. The fall in area is abruptly reduced around 1990
while the required AERO+LU forcing in Figure 12a continues falling. For both aerosol and land use forcing,
the basic drivers of forcing increase very little over the past several decades. Therefore, it is unlikely that the
discrepancy between the observed and CM4 simulated warming over this period can be accounted for by a
discrepancy in the shape of the AERO+LU forcing.
Finally, we examine the possibility that a systematic bias in the volcanic forcing might produce the
late-warming discrepancy relative to observations. A series of strong volcanic eruptions from Agung in
1963 to Pinatubo in 1991 seem well placed to delay warming in response to greenhouse gas forcing which

Figure 13. (a) Global surface temperature change (5-year smoothed) and (b) ocean average temperature change with
time average volcanic forcing replacing time-varying forcing in a historical run (blue).
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accelerated during the 1960's. In the CMIP6 protocol, the piControl experiment is forced with the historical period time mean volcanic aerosols. To explore the role of time-varying volcanic forcing, we run a
historical experiment that retains the time average forcing used in the piControl experiment, in place of
the time-varying forcing typically used in historical runs. This run is unexpectedly cooler in the time average than the standard historical and also has less heat uptake, the signature of a difference in radiative
forcing (Figure 13). This appears to be due to a sensitive response to a saturation of aerosol effects during
strong volcanic events in the time-varying forcing. There is an increase of historical period average aerosol
direct negative forcing of 0.05 Wm−2 with the time mean volcanic forcing. This results in a cooling of 0.12
K, more than 4 times larger than expected from the model's TCR. Nevertheless, the forcing fluctuations
are an order of magnitude larger than the time average forcing difference and yet the overall late-warming
shape of surface and ocean average temperature is not significantly reduced by eliminating the time variation of volcanic forcing. The 1980–2014 surface warming trend with time mean volcanic forcing is 12% less
than the CM4.0 all-forcing ensemble but still 50% and 30% greater than the trends in the GISTEMP and
Had4KrigV2 observations, respectively. Therefore, it is unlikely that a systematic high bias in volcanic forcing could contribute significantly to CM4.0's late-warming discrepancy. However, CM4.0s simulated drop
in temperature after 1960 that is not seen in the observations does seem attributable to the active volcanic
forcing between 1963–1991. Also, CM4's gradual early 20th century warming consistent with observations
seems in part attributable to a lack of strong volcanic forcing during that period. Therefore, these features
might be affected by biases in volcanic forcing.

5. Summary and Discussion
CM4.0 was developed with the usual goals of improving model resolution, process fidelity, and simulation
quality relative to the previous generation of GFDL models. But this model development cycle, unlike previous cycles, explicitly included consistent historical trends in the last category, additional to the quality of
the present-day climatology and variability. There was an attempt to reduce the model's climate sensitivity
in order to achieve this, primarily through cloud parameterization tuning (Zhao et al., 2018b) but also by
increasing ocean deep-water ventilation which has been shown to reduce sensitivity (He et al., 2017; Winton et al., 2014). The effort to reduce the model's sensitivity during development has been justified ex post
by our finding in this study that, even after reduction, CM4.0's TCR of 2.05 K remains likely too high. This
result is obtained by using either direct reasoning from partial forcing experiments or by applying a simple
detection attribution regression to those experiments and examining the scaling factors.
In particular, we showed that CM4.0's late-warming pattern of historical global warming indicates excessive transient sensitivity. This is the case even though CM4.0's overall preindustrial to present-day warming,
heat uptake, and radiative forcing are consistent with observations and even though energy budget method
sensitivity estimates based on CM4.0's present-day simulation agree with those based on present-day observations. We have shown that these energy budget constraints are ineffective for the model mainly because its
large aerosol plus land use forcing efficacy is able to counteract the influence of high transient sensitivity on
preindustrial to present-day changes. Because this efficacy is generally larger in CM4.0 than in other models, we expect that similar perfect model tests of the energy budget method in other models would identify
errors that are smaller but also in the sense of underestimating the true sensitivities. We note that coupled
experiments are needed to assess model efficacies and that observational constraints on these would likely
need to come from observing the response of the coupled system making their constraint by observations
difficult.
By examining CM4.0's simulation of historical ocean heat uptake and its response to aerosol, land use, and
volcanic forcings, we showed that our inference of excessive sensitivity in CM4.0 has some robustness to
assumptions made about the role of natural variability and evolution of forcings. Therefore, we might expect
the positive relationship between TCR and recent warming trend to generalize to other models. A good test
of this proposition will come from examining the upcoming CMIP6 model ensemble because it will cover
the longest historical period with the best estimates of radiative forcings. To make a preliminary test of
our inference of oversensitivity from excessive warming in recent decades, we can look for a relationship
between the two in the older CMIP5 model ensemble, extending their historical simulations from 2006 to
2018 using the early years of the RCP4.5 projection. Likewise the CM4.0 historical has been extended with
the early years of its SSP4.5 scenario run. Fyfe et al. (2013) and Rosenblum and Eisenman (2017) have shown
WINTON ET AL.
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that CMIP models simulate excessive warming trends over recent
decades. Figure 14 shows, in addition, that there is a relationship between
the recent warming trend and TCR among the CMIP5 models (correlation = 0.67), and that only models with lower than average TCRs are able
to reproduce the low trend seen in the observations. The aerosol forcing
has been updated for CMIP6 (Myhre et al., 2017) and the new forcing has
a flatter shape over recent decades which may sharpen the relationship.

Figure 14. Historical warming trends plotted against TCR for CM4.0 (red)
and CMIP5 model ensemble averages (blue, ensemble sizes in parentheses):
ACCESS1-0 (1), ACCESS1-3 (1), bcc-csm1-1 (1), BCC-CSM1-1-m (1),
BNU-ESM (1), CanESM2 (5), CCSM4 (6), CESM1-BGC (1), CESM1-CAM5
(3), CNRM-CM5 (1), CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 (9), GFDL-CM3 (1), GFDL-ESM2G
(1), GFDL-ESM2M (1), GISS-E2-H (3), GISS-E2-R (6), HadGEM2-ES (3),
INM-CM4 (1), IPSL-CM5A-LR (4), IPSL-CM5A-MR (1), IPSL-CM5B-LR
(1), MIROC5 (5), MIROC-ESM (1), MPI-ESM-LR (3), MPI-ESM-MR (3),
MRI-CGCM3 (1), NorESM1-ME (1), and NorESM1-M (1). Control
experiment trends corresponding to 1850–2050 have been removed.
Observed trends are also shown.

The two sensitivity metrics that characterize the ocean's role in slowing
radiatively forced warming, the ocean heat uptake efficiency and efficacy,
are larger in CM4.0 than for the average climate model indicating that the
model's above average sensitivity does not stem from its ocean simulation. However, AM4.0's Cess feedback—the top-of-atmosphere radiative
flux in response to a uniform SST warming—is between that of AM2 and
AM3, but closer to AM2, while the estimated ECS for CM4.0 is somewhat
larger than that of CM3 and much larger than that of CM2-based models (Zhao et al., 2018b). However, the Cess feedback may underrepresent
changes in high latitude feedbacks. So far CM4.0's high sensitivity has not
been traced to the atmospheric component either. Since high transient
sensitivity reduces the quality of CM4.0's historical simulation and will
likely bias its projections, we regard its attribution as a high priority for
future work.

Looking beyond the reasons for high model sensitivity to its implications,
we have shown that GFDL-CM4.0 joins CanESM2 (Gillett et al., 2012) as
a high sensitivity model that has been identified as too sensitive by a simple detection and attribution exercise using global mean temperature. We
have also shown, more generally, that high sensitivity models overestimate the warming trend in recent decades when aerosol and land use forcing changes only weakly offset
increasing greenhouse gas forcing. Therefore, it may be that transient sensitivities of 2 K or larger will be
judged unlikely based on a broader evaluation of CMIP6 model historical simulations. This would be good
news for efforts to keep global warming below target values because climate model ensembles are used to
formulate the emissions limits for these targets and a reliance on lower sensitivity models for this purpose
will lead to higher emissions limits.
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